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‘Being surrounded,
mostly, with rapidly-becominggrumpy-old-men in the Psychologist
team, I thought I would suggest
something upbeat! Each month
I seek suggestions for #PsychAtoZ
on Twitter – please get involved!’

There’s a downside of
positivity: when deployed
at the wrong time or in the
wrong amount, positivity
has clear downsides for
preparation, prevention,
relationships, and even
mental health. See Kate
Sweeny’s article from
February 2017.
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Karla Novak

Suggested by
Debbie Gordon
Assistant to the
Managing Editor
on The Psychologist

coming soon…
a special collection on the new
psychology of health; plus all our usual
news, views, reviews, interviews,
and much more...

relentlessly upbeat that,
if you weren’t swept up by
this spirit of positivity, you
could feel like an outsider’.

Positivity in online
comments can have a
disproportionate effect
on subsequent ratings,
according to a 2013 study
led by Lev Muchnik and
covered on our Research
Digest blog. Collaborating
with a news-sharing
Positivity can even be
brought to bear on trauma: website, they randomly
assigned either a positive
see Stephen Joseph’s
or negative first-rating,
November 2012 article
or no rating (control
‘What doesn’t kill us…’
condition), to 101,281 real
comments posted over five
Some psychologists,
months. The first viewer of
including Tim Lomas
a comment rated positive
writing for us in July 2016
on cross-cultural nuances by the researchers was 32
of positivity, found the first per cent more likely to add
wave of positive psychology their own positive rating,
as compared with the
‘daunting… It often gave
the impression of being so control condition.

A to Z
Tweet your
suggestions for
any letter to
@psychmag
using the hashtag
#PsychAtoZ or
email the editor
on jon.sutton@
bps.org.uk
Entries so far
are collated
at https://
thepsychologist.
bps.org.uk/
psychology-z

contribute…
reach 50,000 colleagues, with
something to suit all. See
www.thepsychologist.org.uk/
contribute or talk to the editor,
Dr Jon Sutton, jon.sutton@bps.org.uk,
+44 116 252 9573
comment…
email the editor, the Leicester office,
or tweet @psychmag
to advertise…
reach a large and professional
audience at bargain rates: see details
on inside front cover

Search for more on this topic
and any other via www.bps.org.uk/thepsychologist
and www.bps.org.uk/digest

Find out more online at
www.bps.org.uk
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society notices

society vacancies

BPS conferences and events See p.26
BPS Annual Conference Nottingham, 2–4 May 2018 See
p.33
Lifetime Achievement Award 2018 – call for nominations
See p.34
Book Award – call for nominations See p.34
Psychology of Education Section Annual Conference
Oxford, 14–15 September 2018 See p.52
Funding for Study Visits See p.57
Research Seminars Competition – call for submissions
See p.86
Presidents’ Award 2018 – call for nominations See p.86
South West of England Branch One-day Interdisciplinary
Gathering Taunton, 13 April 2018 See p.86
CPD workshops 2018 See p.87

British Journal of Psychology
Editor
See advert p.80
Contact Sunarika Sahota Sunarika.
Sahota@bps.org.uk
Closing date 29 June 2018
British Journal of Mathematical &
Statistical Psychology
Editor
See advert p.80
Contact Sunarika Sahota Sunarika.
Sahota@bps.org.uk
Closing date 29 June 2018

The Society has offices in Belfast,
Cardiff, Glasgow and London, as
well as the main office in Leicester.
All enquiries should be addressed
to the Leicester office (see inside
front cover for address).

The British Psychological Society
was founded in 1901, and
incorporated by Royal Charter in
1965. Its object is ‘to promote the
advancement and diffusion of a
knowledge of psychology pure and
applied and especially to promote
the efficiency and usefulness of
Members of the Society by setting
up a high standard of professional
education and knowledge’.
Extract from The Charter

